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We present a. symbolic ana.lysis technique for LOTOS programs with integer variables 
on which only linear expressions are a.llowed. The technique is applica.ble to models gen
erated by the LOTOS compiler of the CiESAR-ALDEBARAN toolbox which are Pet.ri nets 
extended with guarded comma.nds. It allows to compute a predicate on variables cha.rac
terizing the set of the reacha.ble states or an upper approximation of it. Predicates are 
represented as systems of linear inequalities on program varia.bles. We implemented a tool 
for performing the operations necessary for the analysis such as conjunction, disjunction, 
widening operation as well as comparison of predicates. The method is applied to two 
examples showing that non trivial relations between program variables can be discovered 

1. Motivations 

Most formal verifica.t.ion methods are ba.sed on model cherli'ing: sta.rting fr,)m.a. specifica
tion written in any Formal Description Tcchnique with well defined operational semantics, 
a model is build and properties are checked on this model. The majority of the model 
checking verification techniques are based on a more or less exhaustive exploration of the 
graph, either for deadlock searching, checking of logica{ properties or checking of eqttiv
alence between the model and a property. The performances and a.pplica.bility of these 
methods depend greatly on the size of the model to be checked. Unfortuna.tely, rea.llife 
examples tend to produce huge models: this problem is known as the state e:1:plosion 
problem. 

Various improvements have been introduced on the classical enumerative exploration 
of the fully generated model in order to cope with this problem. The first class of im
provement try to optimize the explora.tion of the model, either by avoiding its complete 
generation ( "on the fly" techniques [11, 24]) or its complete exploration (Partial order 
techniques [15, 24]), or by exploration of an abstraction of the model [16] . A second class 
of improvement concerns the representation of the model: the aim of symbolic techniques 
is to a.void the explosive enumerative representation of a model by the representation 
and manipulation of sets of states instead of individual sta.tes. One particular tech
nique, Binary Decision Diagra.ms [.5] (BDD) has already a story of ouccess in hardware 
verification [7, 2:3] and has been a.pplied successfully in other concurrent programming 
domains [3, 12]. However, the effectiveness of BDDs depends greatly on the structure 
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of the model to represent. In particular, one major cause of the state explosion is the 
presence of variables in the program such as counters, which cannot be handled directly 
by BDDs. 

Another idea is to use symbolic techniques based on an implicit rep·resentation of n'U
merical values. Such techniques are widely applied in the context of semantic analysis of 
imperative languages (e.g. [9, 17, 4]) and are now introduced for the analysis of real-time 
systems (e.g. [1, 21]). 

The aim of this paper is to present an analysis technique based on a partly symbolic 
representation of the model. The idea is to keep the control structure of the program 
explicit and to represent its data part symbolically by systems of linear inequalities known 
as polyhedra. This approach offers severa! advantages, such as the possibility to deal 
with infinite models anei the checking of properties expressed in terms of variables of the 
program instead of actions. 

Together with this model, we present a approximate jo1·wa1'd analysis method success
fully applied in other contexts [9. 19]. Applied with polyhedra, this method allows the 
a.nalysis of linea1· relations among variables of the program and the computatiou of an ap
proxima.tion of the reachable sfates space. \\"e will show the vaJ·ious applica.tions of these 
methods to the analysis of LOTOS spec.ifica.tions with integer varia.bles and the results 
given by our implementation in the C.'ESAR-ALDEBARAN toolbox [13] context. 

2. Definitions 

We propose to work on a model which keeps a distinction between the control part and 
the data part, presented below as an e;z,tended a'Utomaton. 

An extended automa.ton is a tuple !of = ( C, F, T, q0 ) where 

• C is a finite set of locations 

• V is a finite set {:r.I> x 2 , ••• , Xn} of variables of lR . \Ve will cal! a valuation the 
function v which associates a real value v(x) to each variable x E V. A state of the 
underlying model is defined as a couple (l,v) with lE C anei vis a va.!uation. We 
will note Q ~ C x IR" the (possibly infinite) set of ali possible states. 

• T is a. finite set of transitions. Each transition is a tuple (/1 , 12, î', a) where : 

l1o /2 E C are respectively the source loca.tion anei the target location 

1 is the gum·d of the transition. It is a conjunction of m linear constmints, each 
constraint being defined as a triple (a, b, r) where a is a vector of ~", b E ~ 
and ris a comparison operator belonging to { <, ~' =, :2::, > }. The guard defines 
a cont•ex set of points of IR" and is called a linear system.. Given a set ci> of 
va.luations, the va.lue of Ar (ci>) is giYen by the intersection of the set of points 
defined by Ai and the set <P. If the set ci> is convex, then the int.ersection ci> n 1 
is convex too. 

a is an action, defined as a. linear assignment from valuations to valuations. 
It is given as a couple (.4, B) such that .4 E ~nxn is a square matrix of 
integer coefficients a.nd B E ~" is a ve:.:tor of integer coefficients. Given a 
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linear assignment a = (A, B) and a set <P of va.luations, we note a(<P) the 
transformation by a of <P: 

a(<P) = {Av+B 1 vE <P} 

• qo = (lo, va) is the initial state. 

'vVe will note q1 ~ q2 the transition between q1 = (11, vi) and q2 = ( /2, v2) such that 
3t = (l1,12)')',a) E T,v1 E "'( 1\ v2 = a(v1). 

A run of this a.utomaton is a finite or infinite sequence qo ~ q1 ~ .... 'vVe will say 
that a state q = ( l, v) is 7'eachable if and only if there exists a run q0 ~ q1 ~ . . • such 
that 3i;::: O,q = q;. 

We will note Reach the set of all reachable states. 
More precisely, we are interested in the computation of the set of reachable valuations 

for any location l E L, that we will note C/J1: 

rPI = {V 1 ( [, V) E <fl1} 

In the following, we will call <Pt the context of the location 1. 

2.1. From Lotos specification to extended automaton 
Given the type of variables used in an extended automaton, we will first r<>strict our

selves to LOTOS specifications with integer or enumerated variahles, aud linear expressions 
on these variables. The translation of a LOTOS program into an extended automa.ton suit
able for analysis is done in two steps, via the inferp1·eted Petri Net provided by the C.'ESAR 

[14] compiler. This interpreted Petri Net is a safe Petri Net decorated with guards aud 
operations on variables. The Petri Net is then simulated without taking account of the 
variables, to provide the control part of the extended automaton. This simulation can 
in some ca.ses generate a extended automaton with unreachable locations. However, this 
automaton is generally much smaller than the explicit model, due to the implicit rep
resentation of the numerica.! variables. The whole process is best resumecl by the figure 
1. 

During the translation, all the correspondences between loca.tions of the au toma ton anei 
places of the Petri Net are kept. In particular, all transitions in the extendecl automaton 
refer to a transition in the Net. As the inverse rela.tion is also kept, we can associate to a 
given transition in the Net the set of corresponding transitions in the extended automa.ton. 
These informations give the possibility to interpret automatically the properties deduced 
on the a.utomaton as properties on the Net. 

The current version of the CJESAR compiler dces not a.llow us to extend this ba.ckward 
interpretation up to the LOTOS program, but still the Petri Net generated matches closely 
the structure of the source program, so any information obta.ined on the Net is easy t.o 
unclerstand on the LOTOS specifica.tion. 

3. Forward analysis 

The computa.tion of a set of reachable states from the initial state is usually performed 
by the resolution of a least fi:rpoint equa.tion .r. = .F(;r), where x represents sets of states 
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Figure 1. LOTOS to extended automaton 

and F is defined as a. transformation on sets of states. When dealing with programs using 
numerica! variables, we face two problems: 

1. How do we represent sets of states ? We need an e.fficient representation which can 
be normalized (for comparison of elements) and aliows the definition of an ordering 
relation (for fixpoint computation). 

2. As the set of ali states can be infinite, how do we perform (possibly) infinite fixpoint 
computations ? 

Both problems can fine\ an answer in the context of abstract interpretation. 

3.1. Abstract interpretation 
Abstract Interpretation is a useful method proposed by (8] for computing formally and 

automatically an approximation of the dynamic behaviour of a program. It gives a way 
to establish a correspondence between the concrete domain and an abstmct domain on 
which representation of elements becomes simpler and more efficient. An application of 
this framework proposed in (9] gives us an answer to our first question: they propose to 
represent a concrete set 1/J of valuations of variables by an abstract representation given 
by the convex huli 4> of the set 1/J. This convex huli can be defined as the set of solutions 
of a system of linear constraints, i.e. a convex polyhedron. 

We first recall the definition of a convex polyhedron, then we present how the usual 
operators on sets such as indusion, union, ... transla.te in terms of operators on polyhedra. 
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Convex polyhedron 

A convex polyhedron P can be expressed as one of the following dual representa.tions: 

• a system of linear inequalities also called its constraint system: P = {;'c 1 Ax ~ B} 
where x = {x; 1 i E [1 .. . n] 1\ x; E JR}, A E ~mxn and B E ~rn. 

• a system of generato1·s, which is a couple (V, R) where V and R are finite sets of 
vectors of JRn, called respectively vertices and rays: 

P = { E A;.v; + E 1tj.rj 1 >.; ~ o, 1tj ~ o,E>.; = 1} 
v.:EV rjER i 

We use an efficient algorithm initially proposed by [6] then improved and implemented 
by [25] to compute one representation from the other. This algorithm also allows to 
minimize each representation, by the detection of redundant constraints in the constra.int 
system and conversely redundant genera tors. 

Most of the operators needed for the computations of fixpoints are directly defined as 
operators on polyhedra. Given two convex polyhedra P and P', their minimal system 
of inequalities (A, B) and (A', B') and their minimal system of generators (V, R) an el 
(V',R'), we define the following opera.tors: 

Test operators: 

• Emptyness: P is empty if and only if V = 0 

• lnclusion !;;: P !;; P' {::> \:fv E V, A'v ~ B' and \:/r E R, A'r ~ O 
(each vertex and ray of P satisfies the system of inequalities of P') 

• Equality =: P = P' <=* P !;; P' and P' !;; P 

Set operators: 

• Intersection n: the polyhedron P n Q is clefined by the system of inequalities given 
by the conjunction of (.4., B) and (A', B') 

• Union: the union of two convex polyhedra is not (in general) a convex polyhedron. 
We will approximate this operator by the conve.T huli operator 

• Convex huli U: The convex hull of P and P' is the convex polyhedron defined by 
the system of generators (V U V', R U R') 

• Linear assignment: given o = (A", B") a linear assignment, then o(P) is the 
convex polyhedron defined by the system of generators (V", R") where 
V"= {A"v + B" 1 vE V} and R" = {A"r 1 rE R} 
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'"" := x+ 1 

Figure 20 

3o2o Fixpoint computation acceleration 
Choosing convex polyhedra as abstract domain dres not provide an answer to our 

second problem: the lattice of convex polyhedra. is of infinite depth, 80 we can stiU be 
faced with infinite fixpoint computationso It would be possible to choose an abstract 
clomain either finite or of finite depth: in that case, a.ll fixpoint comput.ations converge in 
a finite nurnber of stepso However, abstract clomains of this kind are usually uninteresting, 
giving too inaccurate approximationso Furthermore, even if a fixpoint terminates, it may 
do 80 in too many steps to be of any practical interest: if we consider the example of 
figure 2, a classical iteration starting with x :=O would t.ake 1,000,000 steps before giving 
the obvious result {O S x S 1, 000, OOO}o . 

To complete the framework of abstract interpretation, [8) propose another kind of ap
proximation, which enforces the convergence of an infinite fixpoint computation by ex
trapolation of its limito This technique is based on the use of a widening operator anei 
allows to compute an upper appro;~imation of a least fixpoint, giving a sa.fe approxima.tion 
of the desired resulto 

If we consider the fixpoint equation ~ = F(~), it can be written a.s the limit of the 
sequence 

{ 
~(O)= .l 
~(n+l) = F(~(n)) (1) 

We define a wiclening operator as follows: 

Definition 3ol (Widening operator) 
Given a complete lattice L, a widening operator \1 : L x L --+ L satisfies the following 
p1ooperties: 

• 1:/x,yEL,xUyi;x\ly 

• for all increasing chains ;-ro 1; :l'l 1; o o o the chain Yo = xo, Yi+l = y;\lxi+l is nof 
strictly increasing, ioeo the limit of the sequence can be computed in a finite number 
of stepso 

The 8equence (1) then becomes: 

{ 

ţfJ(O) = .l 
ţfJ(n+l) = </J(")\1 F(<jJ(n)) if F(cfl(n)) ~ .p(n) 

tţ?(n+l) = q'>(n) if F( q'>(n)) 1; <jJ(n) 
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y P'VQ 

P= {(x,y) 1 ( ~ ::; X ::; ;,v ) } ::; y ::; 

Q={(x,y)l(~ ::; X ::; ~X ) } ::; y ::; 

P'VQ = {(x, y) 1 ( ::; X ::; y ) } 

X 

Figure 3. Widening operator 

3.3. Widening operator for polyhedra 
A widening operator for polyhedra has been first proposed in [18]. Given two polyheclra 

P and Q, the basic idea. for computing P'VQ is to keep only the constra.ints of P satisfied 
by Q: 

Given P = {(x,y) Il:::; .r:::; 2,.r:::; y:::; 2.r} and Q = {(x,y) 12:::; .r:::; 3,a::::; y:::; :h} 
then ( see figure 3) 

P'VQ = {(x,y) Il:::; x,x:::; y} 

This widening operator can be improved when P is not full dimensional. In that case, 
its system of inequalities can be rewritten in order to ma.ximize the number of const.raints 
satisfied by Q: 
Given P = {(.r,y) Il:::; x:::; 2.y = 1} and Q = {(.r,y) Il:::; y:::; x:::; 2}, if we a.pply the 
basic iclea. of the wiclening operator, we obta.in 

P'VQ = {(x,y) Il:::; a::::; 2,1:::; y} 

If we first rewrite P into P = { (;-r, y) 1 1 :::; y :::; x :::; 2, y :::; 1}, the result of the widening 
becomes 

P'VQ = {(.1·,y) Il :::; y:::; :r:::; 2} This operator sa.tisfies the properties of a wiclen
ing operator: the result of the wiclening contains its operancls and it cannot be appliecl 
infinitely without convergence, as if P =!= Q, the system of inequalities of P'VQ will bea 
strict subset of the system of inequalities of P. 

3.4. Analysis of extended automaton with polyhedra 
We ca.n now ga.ther the results of abstract interpretation with convex polyheclra to 

apply them on extencled automata.. 
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Figure 4. SCCs computa.tion example 

As the set of states Q of an extended automaton is partitioned with respect to the set 
of locations C, the computation of the reachable states is given by a systtm of fixpoint 
equations. Each equation is associated with a given location 1 and defines the context of 
this location as follows: 

(2) 

In particular, the context of a location 1 depends only on t.he contexts of locations /1 
such that 3(/r, 1, '"'{,a:) E T. So the equations (2) become: 

tP1 = U {a(t/J~, n '"Y)} 
(!,,/,oy,a)ET 

We can write this system of fixpoint equations directly in terms of polyhedra and 
operators on polyhedra. In particular, the guard '"'{of each transition is itself a polyhedron 
(conjunction of linear inequalities) and the action a can be directly defined in terms of 
linear a.ssignments on polyhedra: 

ci>1 = U {a(ci>1, n '"'{)} (3) 
(1,,/,oy,a)ET 

Due to the introduction of the convex hull operator, the forward analysis using polyhedra. 
computes an upper approximation of the reachable states. 

3.5. Choice of widening locations 
The basic idea to ensure the convergence of the system of fixpoint equation (3) is to 

introduce a widening operation in every equation. This system then becomes: 

ci>1 = ci>1\7 U {a(ci>I, n '"'{)} 
(!,,/,oy,a)ET 

As the widening operator is an important source of loss of accuracy, it is important to 
a.pply it only when necessary. A good intuition is that every cycle of the extended au
tomaton must cont ain a widening location, in order to ensure convergence. This condition 
is not always necessary, depending on the nature of the automaton: it is not necessary to 
set a widening location for a loop doing only an assignment of the form X:= K. 

'vVe need to choose a minimal (in number of elements) set of widening locations, i.e. a 
minimal set of locations v such tha.t every cycle of the automaton contains at least one 
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state of v. This problem being NP-complete, we use an algorithm of graph decomposition 
into Strongly Connected Components (SCC), this decomposition being applied recursively 
until no further decomposition is possible. The algorithm gives also for each SCC its entry 
point for a depth-first exploration, we will choose this entry point as the widening location 
for the SCC. The result of this decomposition is an admissible set of widening loca.tions, 
possibly not minimal. The decomposition into SCCs of the example of Figure 4 gives the 
following result: 

o (l (2. 3 4))(~ (§_) ) (7) 

where the ( ... )operator indicates a SCC. The admissible set of wiclening locations com
puted is {1 2 5 6} and a minimal set of widening loca.tions computed would be {2 6}. 

3.6. Iteration strategy 
Given this system of equations and an admissible set of widening locations, we still 

have to choose an iteration order for the computation and stabilization of each fixpoint 
equation. All orders are not equivalent: it is better to delay the computation of a context 
cflt un tii a maximum of the contexts cflt1 it depends on are themselves updated. Hopefully 
the decomposition in SCCs of the extended automa.ton will help us to choose a consistent 
iteration strategy, as it allows to sort the locations in a topologica[ order. 

The iteration strategy itself consists in a recursive iteration as presented in [4]. The 
whole stabilization algorithm (Figure 5) is based on a depth first exploration of the hier
archy of SCCs. During this exploration, we will stabilize first the innermost SCCs of the 
automaton. 

The main call to this algorithm is Stabilize(C) (C is the set of alllocations). The 
context of the initiallocation is defined by the initial value of the variables. The context 
of all other locations is empty. The successors of the initiallocation are marked not stable. 

The application of this strategy on the example of figure 4 could be given by the 
expression 

o (l (2. 3 4)*)*(~ (§_)* )* (7) 

where the • operator's meaning is " iterate until stabilization". 

4. Analysis example 

We have developed a prototype implementation of the approximate analysis described 
in the previous sections. We present now the application of this tool on two different 
LOTOS programs. 

4.1. Read-write protocol 
The first example is a simple readers-writers protocol. A common resource is sharecl 

by a pool of potential writers and readers. Reading and writing are mutually exclusive, 
only one writer is allowed at a time, but all readers can read together if they want. All 
writing demands are counted, and a reader can start to read only when there is no more 
writers waiting to write, thus giving priority to the writers over the readers. 

The process controlling the access to the resource is given by the following LOTOS 

process: 
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proced-ure Stabilize(Loc : set of locations) 

·while th.ere exists a non stable location in Loc do 
let 1 E Loc be the least (wrt iteralion order) non slable location 
efi/= u {a(efi1, n 1 )} 

(1,,1,-y,<>)ET 

M ark 1 as slable 
if efit C efi/ then 

fi 

if 1 is a widening location then 
efit = efit'ii'efi/ 

else 
efit =efitUefi/ 

fi 
foreach (1,/2,/.a) E T do 

M ark /2 as noi slable 
od 

if [ is an enfry point of a S1tb SCC then 
Stabilize(SCC(l)) 

fi 
od 

Figure 5. Stabilization algorithm 

process llESOUJlCE [S_IlEAD, E_llEAD, WlliTE_DEMAID, S_WiliTE ,E_WRITE] (ll_llEADERS, I_W_DEMAIDS, WlliTIIIG: lAT) noexi t : = 
(• I_READERS gives the number o:f readers currently reading •) 
(• I_W_DEMAIDS gives the number o'f writers asking to vrite •> 
(• WRITillG indicate& that a writer is currently vriting •> 
[(WiliTING eq 0)]-> 
( 

) 

[] 

[I_W_DEMAIDS eq O] -> 
S_llEAD ; JlESOUilCE [S_IlEAD ,E_IlEAD ,DEMUD_WiliTE, S_WiliTE ,E_WiliTE](I_IlEADERS+1, I_W_DEMANDS, WlliTIBG) 

[] 
[(ll_llEADERS eq 0) and (II_W_DEMAIIDS gt 0)] -> 

S_WiliTE JlESOURCE [S_IlEAD ,E_IlEAD ,DEMAIID_WiliTE, S_WiliTE,E_WiliTE] (ll_llEADERS, II_W_DEMAmDS-1, 1) 

WRITE_DEMAID ; JlESOUJlCE [S_IlEAD ,E_IlEAD ,DEMAID_WiliTE ,S_WiliTE,E_WRITE] (ll_llEADEJlS, II_W_DEMAIDS+1 ,O) 
[] 
E_WRITE ; llESOUJlCE [S_READ ,E_READ ,DEMAID_WiliTE ,S_WRITE ,E_WRITE] (ll_llEADEilS, I_W_DEMAIDS ,O) 
[] 
E_llEAD ; llESOUJlCE [S_READ, E_llEAD, DEMAIID_WiliTE, S_WiliTE ,E_WiliTE] (l_llEADERS-1, I_W_DEMAIDS, WRITIIIG) 
endproc 

The global para.llel expression for 3 readers anei 2 writers is 

(llEADEJl [S_IlEAD' E_llEAD] III JlEADEJl[S_IlEAD ,E_IlEAD]) 
1 [S_IlEAD ,E_IlEAD] 1 

JlESOUJlCE [S_IlEAD, E_llEAD, S_WiliTE ,E_WiliTE] (O, O) 

1 [S_WiliTE ,E_WRITE] 1 
(WiliTEJl[S_WRITE,E_WiliTE] ) 

The following results are given for 1'.1 rea.ders anei N writers if we compute the union of 
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the non empty contexts of the extended automaton after forward analysis, we obtain the 
following convex polyhedron, which represents an approximation of the smallest invariant 

of :h: p{ro~~~i~:os ~ ! } 
N_W _DEMANDS + WRITING :S: N 
N..READERS + M * WRITING ::; M 

As WRITING can only take the value O anei 1, this invariant shows that the number 
N_READERS can vary from O to AI if and only if WRITING is equal to O, thus ensuring 
the mutual exclusion. Note that the constraint N _READERS :S M dres not appear 
anywhere in the LoTOS program, this information has been deduced by the analysis 
process and is derived from the control part, not only from the data part of the program. 

Another interesting result of this analysis is the detection of unreachable locations 
(empty context) in the extended automaton (see the size of the explored pa.rt of the 
a.utomaton in table 1). This unreachability detection could be !ater used by the simulat ion 
pha.se of CJESAR in order to remove some tra.nsitions of its Petri Net and reduce its state 
vector size . 

4.2. Scheduler 
This example is a task scheduler which handles severa! classes of tasks, each class is as

signed a specific job whose completion takes a cert ain number of time units (TASK#LENGTH). 

All these tasks are constrained to run on a single processor. Each class is a.ctivated by a 
specific interrupt, these interrupts being generated at constant time intervals (INT#LENGTH). 

We describe further the version of the protocol running with two cla.sses of ta.sks. 
The LOTOS process generating the interrupts for two cla.sses of tasks is the following: 

process IntE!rrupts [TI CI., IlfTl, UlT2] (ti, t2: nat): noexi t : = 
[ti ge Int1Length] -> IRT1 ?X: nat; Interrupts [TICK, IRTl, IIT2] (0, t2) 

o 
[t2 ge lnt2Length] -> IBT2 ?X :nat; Interrupts [TICK, UITl, IRT2] (tl,O) 
[] 
TICK ; Interrupts [TICK, 1111, IBT2] (ti +1, t2+1) 
endproc 

V/hen no tasks are running, the control is taken by an I dle process which rea.cts to the 
first interruption coming: 

procesa ldle [TICK, IRT1, IRT2] : noexit : = 
IBT1 ;Task1[TICK,IBT1 ,IIT2] (0,1) 
[] 
IIT2 ; Task2 [TICK ,IBT1, IBT2] (O ,O ,O, 1) 

[] 

TICK; Idle [TICK, IRT1, IBT2] 
endproc 

For ea.ch cla.ss of task, the number of incomplete tasks ( either running or waiting) is 
a.ccumulated in a variable (O#). Furthermore, we wa.nt to give priority to interrupts of 
the second class other the first class. The first class has just to keep count of its own 
interrupts and of the time it has already spent running a job. When interrupted by a 
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second class interrupts, it saves its context by giving it to task2. 

process Taskl [TI CI, IIT1, JIT2] (L1,01 :nat) : noexit : = 
( 

TICK;( 
[Ll eq Task1Length]-> <• Current task completed •> 

([01 le 1]->Idle[TICK,IIT1,IIT2] (• Ilo more tasks •) 
[] 
[01 gt 1]->Task1[TICI,IIT1,UIT2](0,01-1) (• begin another task •> 

) 

[] 
[Ll lt Task1Length] ->Taskl [TI CI, IIT1, IIT2] (L1+1 ,01) <• Running the current task•) 

) 

[] 
IIT1 ;Taskl [TICk ,IBT1 ,IIT2] (Li ,01+1) <• Keeping count of interrupts of same class•) 
[] 
IIT2 ;Task2[TICIC.,IJIT1,IIT2] (L1,0,01,1) (• Prioritary interrupt •) 

endproc 

As the second class has maximum priority, it must keep a trace of all interrupts counters 
and length of incomplete tasks of lower priority. 

procesa Task2 [TICK, IIT1, IIT2] (Li :nat ,L2 :nat, 01 :nat ,02:nat): noexit := 
( 

TICK;( 
[L2 eq Task2Length]-> (• Current task completed •> 

([02 le 1]-> (• Bo more task of this class •> 

[] 

( 

[01 ge 1]-> Taslt1[TICK,IIT1,IIT2](L1,01) (+Continue or begin a task of class 1+) 
[] 
[01 eq O]-> Idle[TICK,IIT1,IIIT2] <• lo task of any class •) 

) 

[] 
[02 ge 2] ->Task2 [TICK, IIT1, IIIT2] (L1,0, 01,02-1) (+ Begin another task of this class +) 

) 

[L2 lt Task2Length] ->Task2 [TICK, IBTl, IJT2](L1,L2+1,01, 02) <• Running current task •J 
) 

[] 
IIT1 ; Task2[TICK, IIT1, IIT2] (L1,L2 ,01+1 ,02) (• Keeping count of lover priority interrupts +) 
[] 
IIT2 ;Taslt2 [TICK, IR'T1 ,IIT2] (L1,L2 ,01,02+1) (• lteeping count of same interrupts +) 

endproc 

Given tha.t priority is given to tasks of the second class over tasks of the first class, 
we want to verify that tasks of the second class never wait if the time interval between 
the generation of interrupts of da.ss 2 is greater than the duration of tasks of class 2 
(INT2LENGTH > TASK2LENGTH). It is equivalent to verify that the number of waiting or 
running tasks of class 2 never exceed 1 (O::; 02::; 1) under the previous condition. 

An important remark is that exact forward analysis on this example will not terminate, 
as the variables of the interrupts generator are not bounded. It is therefore necessary 
to approximate the computations in order to terminate. The results obtained for this 
example need a little more interpreta.tion than the previous example: if we compute only 
the union of ali non empty contexts, we obtain JRn (n being the number of variables) a.s 
a result. To obtain more accurate results, it is necessary to investigate at the transitions 
level of the Petri Net. In particular, we wa.nt to know the possible values of the variable 
02 in the process task2. As the only line of this process able to change the value of 02 is 
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the line 

INT2 ;Task2[TICK,INT1,INT2](L1,L2,01,02+1) 

we have to check the corresponding transition of the Petri Net, which expands to a 
set of transitions in the extended automaton. This is done automatically by the tool, by 
the insertion of a question mark { 02?} at this transition in the Petri Net. The analysis 
gives the following results: the union of the contexts of source and target locations of 
these transitions is computed, giving the following polyhedra (for al! examples such that 
INT21ENGTH > TASK21ENGTH): 

o $: T1 
o $: T2 ~ TASK21ENGTH 
o $: 11 $; TASK11ENGTH 

Source locations P = T2 12 
02 1 

o $: TASK11ENGTH * 01 - 11 
o $: T1 + T2 + TASK21ENGTH * T1 

Target locations P' = 0 

and the answer to the question mark is { 02 = 1}. 
This result shows that: 

1. Whenever the control arrives at this transition, 02 = 1 

2. The transition is never enabled (target contexts are all empty), so 02 cannot be 
incremented. 

So 02 can never be greater than 1; tasks of the second class can never wait. 
Note that the analysis performances in this case do not depend on the size of the 

variables: the example has been run with values for (TASK11ENGTH,INT11ENGTH) and 
(TASK21ENGTH, INT21ENGTH) going from {(2,4) (3,5)} or {(4,8) (10,20)} up to {(30,40) 
(40,50)}, with the same performances, thanks to the widening operator. The limitation 
here comes from the interna! representation of numbers in our package, leading to some 
overflows during the minimization of the polyhedra representations. 

Another important remark is that the scheduler example is difficult to verify with enu
merative tools like C..ESAR: the 2 tasks version remains workable, a.s the graphs gen
erated by C..ESAR are in the order of 100,000 states, but if we consider the 3 tasks 
version of the scheduler, even if we bound the variables T1, T2 and T3 to at most 
max(INT11ENGTH, INT21ENGTH, INT31ENGTH) (otherwise, the resulting graph is infi
nite), and we choose small values ( S 10) for the durations of the different tasks and 
the time intervals between interrupts, then the resulting graph generated by C..ESAR is 
more than two millions states big (when we stopped the generation), well beyond the 
capacity of classical verification tools. 
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Program Petri Net Extended automaton Explored automaton Variables Analysis 
name places transitions states transi tions states transitions number time 

3 readers 
20 19 320 608 166 250 3 1.3s 

2 writers 
4 readers 

25 24 21.56 4748 754 1257 3 15s 
3 writers 
5 readers 

27 26 4364 10412 1454 2677 3 42s 
3 writers 

Scheduler 
17 27 27 51 24 48 8 4.4s 

2 tasks 
Scheduler 

26 46 46 91 43 88 15 25.9s 
3 tasks 

Table 1 
Analysis performances on a SPARC station 10 

5. Conclusion 

We have presentecl a symbolic representation of moclels well-suited for the approximate 
analysis of reachable states space. Although the analysis technique as well as the symbolic 
representation presented are not new [18] , their application to concurrent programming 
languages like LOTOS is as far as we know an innovation. Similar works for protocols can 
be founcl in [22] ancl [2], but based on a less powerful extrapolation operator than the 
widening operator used in our work. 

One of the applications of this analysis technique is of course the verification of some 
invariant properties on the variables of the program, as shown on the examples presented. 
But we also use our implementation as an abstract debugging tool: it is often useful to 
know what are the bouncls on varia.bles or relations between them to understa.nd some 
behaviours ( and often unwanted behaviours) of the program. As our tool allows finely 
tuned analysis, at the level of places and transitions of the Petri Net, we can see as a 
symbolic debugger of LOTOS programs. 

The analysis technique proposed here is based on a semi-symbolic model, an automa.ton 
being used to describe the control part and a symbolic representation being used for the 
data part. The control part of t.his automaton is derived from a simulation of a Petri 
Net. Yet, this automaton is only used for a partitioning of the analysis, in order to obtain 
more accurate results. An improvement would be to explore the automaton "on the 
fly" during the analysis, to avoid storing it completely and generating unreachable states 
and transitions, in the same spirit as those developed in [11, 24], and also partial-orders 
methods such as [15, 24]. 

A last direction of interest is the application of these techniques to timed automata, 
already under investigation in [19] for delay analysis and [20] for linear hybrid systems. 
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An adaptation of our tool to this kind of systems could complement the tool presented in 
[10] for the verification of an extension of LOTOS with timing requirements . 
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